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AMSOIL STANDS APART FROM MLM CROWD
-ULTI LEVELMARKETING-,- COMPANIESHAVEOFFEREDBUSINESSVENTURESTOINDEPENDENTBUSINESS
owners for decades. AMSOIL adopted an MLM program in 1973, but has evolved through the years into
something entirely different from today’s MLM companies. AMSOIL offers Dealers more opportunities to
build successful businesses.
More Opportunities
COMMERCIAL/RETAIL PROGRAMS
Typical MLM companies rely on their
distributors being adept at sponsoring
and person-to-person sales. While
both are also important to the AMSOIL
opportunity, we offer Commercial
and Retail Programs designed to
help Dealers move larger volumes of
product and more effectively build their
BUSINESSES4OOURKNOWLEDGE NO-,-
company offers similar programs.
ADVERTISING/SPONSORSHIPS
We invest in national advertising
campaigns to increase brand awareness
and help Dealers succeed. MLM
companies typically spend little to
no money on national advertising or
sponsorships. AMSOIL ads appear
online, on television and in print, from
niche magazines such as Diesel Power,
to mainstream publications reaching
millions, such as Motor Trend, Car &
Driver and Popular Mechanics.
Additional exposure comes through
/FlCIAL/ILPARTNERSHIPSWITHSEVERALOF
the country’s biggest events, including
$AYTONA"IKE7EEKAND4HE3TURGIS
Motorcycle Rally. We also sponsor
HIGH PROlLERACINGSERIES INCLUDING
Monster Energy Supercross, the TORC
Series presented by AMSOIL and
more. AMSOIL corporately sponsored
PROFESSIONALMOTORCYCLE OFF ROADTRUCK 
boat, ATV, snowmobile and drag racers
further heighten brand awareness,
generating interest in AMSOIL products
for Dealers across North America.
PRODUCT SALES
Some MLM companies place their
primary emphasis on recruiting new
distributors, while deemphasizing
product sales, something that is not
conducive to long-term success.
AMSOIL offers a vast and complete line
OFPREMIUMSYNTHETICLUBRICANTS lLTERS
and fuel additives that help Dealers, and
their personal groups, build thriving and
lasting businesses.
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In addition to the
opportunities
that separate
AMSOIL from
MLM companies,
AMSOIL incorporates all the qualities
that separate solid opportunities from
their not-so-legitimate counterparts:

STABILITY
The best companies are in it for the long
HAUL ANDTHEYWORKHARDTOESTABLISH
SOLIDREPUTATIONS4HEYLOOKTOTHEFUTURE 
commit to long-term goals and reinvest
money toward future growth.
7EDEVELOPEDTHEWORLDSlRST!0)
QUALIlEDSYNTHETICMOTOROILIN BEGAN
offering independent Dealerships in 1973
ANDCONTINUETOWORKHARDTOPROVIDE
THEBESTLUBRICANTSONTHEMARKETANDA
top-notch business opportunity for our
Dealers. Our success is evident in new
products released, advancements at
AMSOIL facilities and the growing number
of AMSOIL Dealers and customers.
QUALITY PRODUCTS
Good companies provide quality
products that are competitively priced
and in-demand by the general public.
Not only does quality attract consumers,
ITINSPIRESCONlDENCEANDENTHUSIASMIN
distributors.
AMSOIL products are second to none.
They are relied upon by millions to protect
their vehicles and equipment, maximize
engine performance, reduce maintenance costs and help extend vehicle and
equipment life. We remain committed to
introducing innovative, dynamic, competitively priced products that will continue to
DElNETHEINDUSTRY
COMPANY SUPPORT
Knowledgeable distributors are
successful distributors, and good
companies put great effort into

training. They provide a wide selection
of literature and educational tools
and provide direct access for their
distributors.
Through the Dealer Zone, AMSOIL
University Online, publications such as
AMSOIL Magazine and The Hotwire,
and a wide selection of literature items
and training materials, we are diligent
in the education of Dealers. Dealers
are also provided opportunities to
learn directly from AMSOIL corporate
staff at conventions and regional sales
meetings, as well as through phone and
email communications.
LEGITIMATE CLAIMS
'OODCOMPANIESMAKEONLYLEGITIMATE
and supportable claims regarding both
their products and business opportunity.
We have never relied on fabricated
promises of instant riches to lure
$EALERSINnlNDINGSUCCESSASAN
!-3/),$EALERREQUIRESHARDWORKAND
DEDICATIONnANDWEPUBLISHVERIlABLE
product test results and performance
data across our publications and
literature.
DEDICATION
The best companies have dedicated
distributors. Good people are
attracted to good companies, and
THEYlNDSECURITYINKNOWINGTHATTHEIR
commitment pays off.
We have a solid reputation with our vast
NETWORKOFLOYALINDEPENDENT$EALERS 
WHOHAVEEXPERIENCEDTHEBENElTSOF
the products, believe in them and are
committed to building a successful
business around them.
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